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Family hammock Flora curaçao with its 
unique liana designis from Colombia, 
where hammocks have always been an 
essential part of everyday life. Tradi-
tional Colombian hammock art such 
as hand-plaited warp threads between 
the end of the fabric and the suspensi-
on satisfies even highest demands on 
aesthetics and comfort. The open-lo-
op-suspension is also a typical cha-
racteristic of hammocks manufactured 
in Colombia. The Flora line is made of 

pure high-quality cotton from organic 
production (certified according to the 
OE 100 Standard, Textile Exchange). 
This hammock features a tearproof 
selvage created by doubling the weft 
threads, thus making sure that you 
will be able to enjoy your peaceful LA 
SIESTA oasis for many years to come. 
The fabric of our Flora line is densely 
woven and the many suspension cords 
ensure an even distribution of weight.

Family Hammock

Flora curaçao FLH18-3  
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Family Hammock Flora curaçao FLH18-3

O R G A N I C

Cotton from organic production
Fair to human beings, fair to nature: Organic cotton 
is produced complying with ecological principles. 
An environmentally friendly alternative to conventional cotton.

C A BE Z A L E S

Open-loop-suspension
A typical characteristic of all hammocks manufactured in Colombia is the open-lo-
op-suspension.

C A D E J O S

Traditional Colombian plaits
Colombian hammocks are real pieces of art. Not only does the beauty of the usually 
handmade plaits between the end of the fabric and the suspension please the eye, they 
also make the hammock extremely comfortable.

B O R D E R  

Tearproof selvage
The two borders of the lying surface feature a particularly tight weave. Thanks to this 
robust surface, exceptional stability is guaranteed.

MULTICORD

High number of suspension cords
Additional comfort thanks to a multitude of suspension cords that distribute the weight 
equally to the cloth of the hammock and hence give a unique feeling of agravity.

Certifi ed according to OE 100 Standard
This product is manufactured from organic cotton and has been certifi ed in complian-
ce with the criteria of the OE 100 standard. The cotton is not grown from genetically 
engineered seeds and was cultivated without using chemicals.

260 cm 180 cm 400 cm 360 cm 200 kg
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